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Intro

Discipleship Deficit
I wrote this resource to address a glaring need in the church today. We wonder
why the divorce rate for Christians is so similar to the lost world. We wonder why
so many fathers walk out on their families. We wonder why there are so few men
on the mission field. All of these questions lead back to a lack of intentionality
when it comes to raising up young men for the work of the gospel. Oftentimes,
we allow young men to flounder through their teen and young adult years with
little accountability, hoping they will figure things out on their own. Through
this hands-off approach, we have essentially given a pass to every stereotypical
sinful impulse. In so doing, we’ve allowed the world to be their guide rather than
the truth of Scripture. It seems as if, as a culture, we have decided that young
men aren’t good for much until after they graduate from college. With such low
expectations, how can we expect them to become godly, responsible men after
college? This approach not only does not work, but it is unacceptable. We are
failing young men. We must commit ourselves anew to the task of shaping boys
into godly men who will passionately lead the church into the future. In order
to help churches address these challenges, we have developed a strategic line of
resources that will be releasing specifically for guys over the next few years.
Seven key areas that I believe every young man should be trained in are:
Biblical Manhood
Theology
Spiritual Disciplines
Personal Holiness
Mission
Leadership
Disciple-making

››
››
››
››
››
››
››

As we move forward in our mission of helping churches to effectively make
disciples, we will be adding resources in each of these key areas to equip you as
you disciple young men. The first book is called Be A Man. Through the voices of
seven talented men in student ministry, guys will explore what Scripture says
about each key area and why each is absolutely necessary. This is one of those
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books I believe will be an eye- opener for young men and an incredible tool for
your ministry. Ultimately, however, I want you to hear me say this:
Books and studies do not make disciples—you do!
God calls and empowers all who have chosen to follow His Son to actively
engage in His mission of making disciples (Matt. 28:18-20; Acts 1:8). At LifeWay
Students, we are making every effort to equip you with content to aid you in
the intentional discipleship of young men. Our goal is to help student pastors
and student leaders disciple young men effectively. This is not a comprehensive
guide. I simply hope to provide helpful guidelines and a wake-up call for those
who need it. My prayer is that you would receive this as an honest plea from one
Christian man to another and take this seriously. We cannot afford to delay any
longer.
As a young man, I was never intentionally discipled, probably because most of
my leaders had never been discipled either. I’ll never forget meeting with young
men in my first few months as a student pastor and having no clue what to do.
I simply prayed that God would give me a plan for them, and He delivered! By
God’s grace, I’ve had the privilege of seeing many young men come to a point
where they were so deeply engaged with Scripture and committed to Christ
that they could see no other path than to serve Christ with all of their lives.
Whether they chose a career as a teacher, doctor, or pastor, these men live to
make disciples. This result will not come about by simply leading guys through
an eight-week Bible study. Discipleship doesn’t happen by accident. Young men
won’t stumble into complete surrender to the Lord. You have to lead them there.
So there is the plea. Take your call as a Christian seriously and do what Christ
has called you to do. Go and make disciples.

Chapter 1

Realizing the Call

I

t was around 60 A.D. and the Roman Empire was rapidly expanding. The target
for conquest was Britain and the only obstacle in the way went by the name
of Boudicca. Through great charisma and passion, Boudicca was able to unite
many of the clans of Britain against Rome and led a massive revolt. Governor
Gaius Suetonius Paulinus, seeing he was outnumbered 20 to 1, chose not to
engage and instead prepared for battle on a carefully selected field. On this day,
Boudicca boasted 200,000 Britons while the Governor Paulinus commanded
10,000. The biggest difference, however, would not be in numbers, but in
strategy and discipline.
Paulinus chose a large clearing that led into a small bottlenecked opening in
a dense forest for this battle. Some historians have noted Boudicca was so
confident in her soon coming victory that she ordered the families of the soldiers
to watch from the rear in wagons while the Britons defeated the Romans.
As the battle began, Boudicca led her army across the plain, forming an
intimidating frontal assault. If the Romans did not have a plan, they would have
surely lost. Paulinus, however, drew his troops into the tightly packed forest and
chose to battle Boudicca in the safety of the narrow opening in the trees. As the
Romans drew the Britons into the forest, they limited the number of attackers
they had to deal with at any one time and eliminated the possibility of a flanking
attack. This allowed the Romans to focus all of their efforts and discipline in one
direction.
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At this point, the Britons had already lost and it was only a matter of time before
their defeat became evident. The Roman troops formed a tightly packed wedge
formation which allowed them to support one another in their effort to advance
against their enemy and stand protected behind the shields of those in front. The
first volley from the Roman troops was a unified attack using the Roman pilum,
which was a sort of javelin. These were designed to bend after penetrating the
Briton’s shields, making it extremely difficult to pull out. This left the Britons
two options: they could continue to fight while weighed down by the javelin in
their shields, or discard their shields and fight without protection. Most troops
chose to discard their shields in an effort not to be slowed down. In doing so,
they were extremely vulnerable while the Romans continued their disciplined
attack while remaining protected by their armor.
With the Britons’ defenses down, the Romans claimed an incredible victory in
which some have said only 400 Romans died in comparison to 80,000 Britons. In
the end, as the Britons ran for their lives, the Romans made their way to the back
of the field, slaughtering all of the families as well. 1 This battle’s legacy, which
would last forever in the annals of history, teaches us an invaluable lesson.
The point is to be intentional. There are countless student pastors around the
world who are brimming with passion and charisma, and yet couldn’t give you a
mission statement for their work to save their lives. All the while, the Enemy is
prowling around striking strategically at the hearts of students. Many student
pastors have become the “Boudicca” of the church, running headlong into the
wind without a plan. We are called to more than that. As a student pastor, you
are entrusted with a high calling—there is no room for halfheartedness. All
Christians have been charged with the task of making disciples (Matt. 28:18- 20),
but there is an even greater degree of responsibility and calling for those whom
the Lord has called to be ministers of the gospel (Jas. 3:1).
The command from Jesus to His disciples in Matthew 28:18-20 is clear—go out
and make disciples. Jesus specifically instructs them to make disciples “of all
nations,” meaning they were to reach into every people group across the globe
with the gospel regardless of geography, culture, or appearance.

Definitive Instructions: Not Optional
This last charge with which Jesus ascended into the heavens was not meant as a
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suggestion, nor did it begin with the Mission Impossible line of, “This mission,
should you choose to accept it ...” These words were the final instructions that
would give pointed focus and direction for how the disciples were to use all Jesus
had taught them in their time together. The Great Commission, while brief, was
all the instruction the disciples needed to move forward in service to Jesus. With
the wind of the Holy Spirit in the sails of their efforts, these men accomplished
great and miraculous things in the name of Jesus.

Sense of Urgency
What should have been evident to these men of God was the sense of urgency
in the words of Christ. Before ascending to the right hand of the Father, Jesus
commanded the disciples to reach, minister, and make disciples of all nations.
In the Gospel of Matthew, we see the instructions to reach every nation and
teach them what Jesus taught the disciples, but in John, we get a look into a
conversation Jesus had with Peter. In John 21:15-19, Jesus asked three times if
Peter loved Him. Each time Peter answered “yes,” Jesus gave him the instruction
to feed and tend to His people. The sense of urgency here is palpable. Jesus was
driving the lesson into the mind of Peter that love for Jesus naturally translates
into love for and dedication to His people.

Empowered By God
In the midst of what must have felt like such a daunting task, there was one great
comfort Jesus offered the disciples. Before Jesus gave the Great Commission
to the disciples, He said, “All authority has been given to Me in heaven and on
earth.” The disciples were already wholeheartedly committed to Jesus and would
have done anything that He asked of them, so the proclamation of His power
and authority was not necessary to push the disciples into obedience, but instead
served as a two-fold encouragement. First, because this was the will of God, it
would surely be accomplished and nothing could stand against it. Second, they
could lean on the power and strength of the Lord to carry them through the
obstacles ahead. If this wasn’t the case, then how would Peter have been able
to withstand the weight of Jesus’ words when He said, “I assure you: When you
were young, you would tie your belt and walk wherever you wanted. But when
you grow old, you will stretch out your hands and someone else will tie you and
carry you where you don’t want to go” (John 21:18)? Jesus said this to Peter to
show him the way he would die in service to Him (John 21:19), and then He
simply said, “Follow me.”
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Centered on Teaching the Truth of Jesus
The key to the steadfast obedience of the disciples in the face of difficult
circumstances, and the key to the perseverance of the church, was Jesus.
Everything depended on Jesus, and Jesus was enough. Jesus commanded them
to make disciples of all the nations, “teaching them to observe everything
I have commanded you” (Matt. 28:20). They had spent the last three years
receiving an education from Jesus, and the call, although incredibly complex in
implementation, was very simple in concept. They simply needed to proclaim to
the world what Jesus had taught them, and it was this message carried by the
power of the coming Holy Spirit that would draw the masses, open eyes, and
transform hearts. Jesus never instructed the disciples to hold massive events in
each city they reached. There were no directions for creating trendy merchandise
to promote their cause. The instructions were simple: teach others everything
Jesus taught them.

Bringing it Home
In summary, the disciples were called by the power of the Lord to use the
methods and teachings of Christ to tell the world about Jesus, who came to save
a people He had called out for “His possession” (1 Pet. 2:9). Subsequently, that is
the same call God has placed on your life as a Christian. Whether you are a bivocational pastor, a school teacher, or a mechanic—all Christians are called to
ministry. As ministers of the gospel, we are to make our lives about spreading
the fame of Jesus Christ and we are to direct our passion for the gospel in the
lives of those around us.
Before going any further, I want to make sure we are all moving forward together
with the right frame of mind. I hope the point is clear that we are called first and
foremost, as Christians, to make disciples, but now I want to put a finer point
on exactly what that means, and I don’t dare do that before addressing you, the
disciple-maker.
Upon accepting my position at LifeWay, I found myself in a strange place of
uncertainty, not in God’s call or direction for my life because He had made it
abundantly clear that I was to go to LifeWay, but in my identity. During the first
several months in my new office, I found myself wrestling with whether or not
I was in the place of best use or effectiveness because my ministry had such a
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different look and feel than what I was used to. I was no longer planning retreats
and camps, having leaders and students to my house weekly, or even preaching
regularly. The projects I had been entrusted with at LifeWay were initiatives
that I knew were going to be used to reach hundreds of thousands of students
worldwide, and yet it somehow seemed disconnected and unfamiliar.
One evening as I set out on a run, I began to pray (if I am honest, I hoped that
praying would make the run go by faster). The first words out of my mouth as I
ran were, “Seriously, God, why am I here?” This was probably the kindest phrase
that left my lips for the first three miles of my run. I spewed out every complaint
that I had ever had about my current situation to the Lord and carried on and on
through what I’m sure was the most candid conversation I’ve ever had with God.
It was right around the three mile mark that I remember my prayer beginning to
change. After going on and on about my every woe, I began to feel conviction—
God had done so much for me and for my family and all I could do was complain.
I immediately felt an overwhelming sense of shame and regret for every word
that had come from my mouth over the course of the last 40 minutes. (Give me a
break, there are nothing but hills where I live, and yes, I’m a slow runner!)
Once I had found the end of my list of complaints, I began to work through
a seemingly unending list of things God had blessed us with. This is where
everything shifted. I found myself in a mix of prayers of praise mixed with short
outbursts of whatever chorus came to mind, and I can’t imagine what anyone
watching would have thought of me in that moment. I was overwhelmed with the
goodness and mercy of a God who would see fit to deal so lavishly with me! After
a few more miles of this, God brought me to a moment of complete surrender
in which I was shouting to the Lord in a desperate plea for His ears to hear and
remember my praise over my complaining. What happened next stopped me in
my tracks.
The whole time I had been running, I noticed fireflies intermittently flashing
because catching them had always been a fun activity for me growing up. The
road that made up the majority of the course I had plotted out for myself was
brand new and didn’t even show up on a satellite view of the area at the time.
This meant that it was cleared on both sides and marked for future development.
Other than the occasional car, it was really just me and God in a wide open place.
At the very moment my desperation for God’s forgiveness and my thanksgiving
for His mercy collided, I glanced over and was immediately frozen in awe of
what was happening right in front of me. I saw what must have been a thousand
fireflies all clumped together in one place putting on the most amazing light
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show I had ever seen. There was no doubt this was not a normal occurrence. God
made His point loud and clear. He didn’t have to speak in an audible voice that
night for me to get the very clear message, “I hear you!” It was at this moment
when I realized a critical truth that will carry me forward in ministry for the rest
of my days.
The reason I had found myself so unsettled in my circumstances was because
I had placed my identity in the role of “pastor” instead of the role of “Christ
-follower.” I tell you this story because I believe that unless we strive to place
our identity firmly in Christ above all else, we will perpetually find ourselves
coming up short in the work God has called us to. Our first priority should be
to look as much like Jesus as possible, and in doing this, we will be equipped to
lead others in their efforts to look like Jesus. However, if we seek to look like a
pastor, or whatever else you can fill the blank with, we will be manufacturing a
false identity with which we will likely do a great deal more damage than good
for the kingdom of God.

Chapter 2

Narrowing The Call

L

et’s begin to focus on the details of our call to action by concentrating on
the strategic discipleship of the young men in our communities. When I use
the term young men, I am referring to sixth through twelfth grade students
most people would still call boys. However, I have held to the conviction that
if we expect our boys to act like boys, then we need to call them that and give
expectations fitting for a boy. But if we want our boys to grow up to be great
men, we must call them men and set expectations for them accordingly.
One of the greatest weaknesses in today’s church is the lack of young men who
are being strategically discipled and raised up to serve. The phrase that comes
to mind for me is from Ezekiel 22:30 when God says, “And I sought for a man
among them who should build up the wall and stand in the breach before me for
the land, that I should not destroy it, but I found none” (Ezek. 22:30, ESV). Other
translations use the word gap in place of breach, but the word breach speaks so
clearly to me of a point of failure in a wall of defense and protection. Today it is
as though the walls of our countries, cities, churches, and homes have been torn
down and through the breaches strong adversaries have poured in. The sad truth
is that through those same breaches, most of the men of the city have fled. Those
remaining are left to pick up the pieces instead of working to rebuild the wall
and draw men back to their place of calling.
As a result, we have seen men forsake their God-given responsibilities of
leadership in their marriages, families, churches, workplaces, and communities.
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We have “men” who have sex with women and leave them to deal with the burden
of raising a child alone, utterly failing to value marriage as Christ intended it
and rebelling against their God-given responsibility as fathers. We see “men”
daily leaving their marriages and families in pursuit of other women. There
are countless “men” who refuse to grow up, never choose to be responsible, and
forever ride on the courtesies of anyone willing to donate to their cause. These
examples could go on, but there is yet another class of males who call themselves
men and yet do not fit the picture of what Scripture calls a man. These are the
men who are in the world leading corporations, constantly innovating, working
successfully in their jobs, but they have simply forsaken the things of God for
the riches of this world. These men, although able to provide beautiful homes,
extravagant vacations, and lives of ease (in the eyes of the world) for their
families, are leading many people down a broad road that leads to destruction.
There is nothing wrong with striving to be successful and climbing the corporate
ladder, but if we root our identity and hope in anything other than Christ, we are
merely spinning our wheels.
In all of these circumstances of failed manhood, it is clear where the Enemy
has breached our defenses and brought in lies and deceptions to mislead and
confuse men. Ultimately, our very cunning Enemy knows that the mantle of
leadership was placed squarely on the shoulders of man from the beginning. If
he is able to reduce the biblical image of man to that of a sinful, self-obsessed,
self- preserving, reckless, disloyal, and undisciplined boy, he can secure one
victory after the next.

The Need For Guys’ Discipleship
It is in the midst of all of this chaos and confusion that the young men in
our churches, schools, sports teams, and clubs find themselves searching for
identity. Young men are searching high and low for their place in this world, and
they are being called to find their identity in everything except Christ. As they
listen to the voices of the world, they are hearing mixed messages. Some say the
measure of manhood is determined by their tolerance for alcohol. Others claim
manhood is measured in sexual encounters. They hear that being a man means
being the hardened, tough as nails warrior, and at the same time they hear that
a true man is intimately in touch with his “feminine side.” Not only are these
many messages confusing, but taken by themselves, are distortions of God’s
design for men. This is scary because we know that none of these messages are
communicated by accident, but instead they are strategic attacks from an Enemy
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who knows exactly how to distract and deceive the hearts of men.
So, what should we do? It seems we have allowed the phrase “boys will be boys”
rule the way we approach young men in most arenas of American culture,
including the church. Although there are occasional calls from the pulpit for
men to stand in their calling and lead, there are sadly few examples to look to. It
seems we are lacking a strategic approach to developing and discipling men who
will lead and serve. It is time that the men of God begin a campaign to reclaim
the truths of biblical manhood and instill these truths in young men who will
carry the torch of the gospel into the future.

Chapter 3

Counting The Cost

B

efore taking on the crucial task of discipleship, honestly grapple with this
question: Are you willing? The truth of the matter is that genuine discipleship
requires a great deal of commitment and intentionality. No one on earth has
ever been accidentally discipled. In Luke 14:25-33, Jesus taught the importance
of counting the cost. Jesus plainly says in order for someone to follow Him, all
else must pale in comparison to their pursuit of Him. The strong language used
here is astounding to the watching world, and can come across as offensive and
disrespectful. But God’s Word clearly teaches that anything which detracts from
our love for Christ and stands in the way of our obedience to Him is an enemy
to the Kingdom. So I know I’m not playing fair here because I asked a question
to begin with, and I’m pretty much feeding you the answer. The bottom line is
that if you are not willing to pay the price demanded of you to make disciples as
you have been called, then you are missing the mark and potentially doing more
harm to the Kingdom than good!
With this in mind, let’s approach the question again through the lens of three
different questions:
Are you willing to sacrifice yourself?
A common struggle for student pastors is the allure of renown. We live in a world
where it is easier than ever for someone to find their way to fame. The desire for
such recognition can be a difficult temptation to fight off. Satan knows the heart
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of a man yearns for respect and a place of influence, so even as you are doing
the work of the Lord from the stage with the lights in your face and the crowd
listening attentively (hopefully … haha!), the temptation to leverage your place
of influence for your own advancement can be hard to shake.
In Luke 14:7-11, Jesus taught the parable of the wedding feast.
He told a parable to those who were invited, when He noticed how they
would choose the best places for themselves: “When you are invited by
someone to a wedding banquet, don’t recline at the best place, because a
more distinguished person than you may have been invited by your host.
The one who invited both of you may come and say to you, ‘Give your place
to this man,’ and then in humiliation, you will proceed to take the lowest
place. “But when you are invited, go and recline in the lowest place, so that
when the one who invited you comes, he will say to you, ‘Friend, move up
higher.’ You will then be honored in the presence of all the other guests. For
everyone who exalts himself will be humbled, and the one who humbles
himself will be exalted.”
Jesus pointed out the discipline of putting aside our selfish ambition in order
that we would humble ourselves before the Lord. He taught the same principle to
the disciples as they were fighting over who would be the greatest in the kingdom
of God. Jesus said, “For whoever is least among you—this one is great” (Luke
9:48b). The common theme in both instances is that he who doesn’t seek the
place of honor, but humbles himself, will be lifted up by the Lord. Our troubles
seem to creep in when we try to do the lifting ourselves, regardless of our good
intentions and motivations.
The vast majority of the work of discipleship is behind the scenes, work for
which you will receive little to no recognition from the world at large. This isn’t
ministry to the masses, but ministry to the few. The beauty of this is that when
someone reaches a few, and those few reach a few, the numbers quickly escalate
to the many, and all the credit goes to the Lord. So, are you willing to give up
making a name for yourself in the pursuit of the call to make disciples?
Are you willing to war against popular church culture?
I was talking to a close friend in ministry one day and he told me about an
interview his church held with a foreign missionary who had just come off of the
field for a short sabbatical. The truth of this missionary’s words haven’t stopped
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ringing in my mind since. The question he was asked was, “What do you see as
the biggest hindrance to the American church?” Without a moment of hesitation
he said, “The American church is too busy to make disciples!” If you’ve spent even
six months around the typical church in America, this probably stings some. So
many of our churches have become a buffet of Christian goods and services.
In an effort to offer a little bit of everything, we have subsequently offered a
lot of nothing with regard to true discipleship. Sure we can draw crowds for an
event, and if you are intentional, there may be a great harvest at those events.
We can even create community through groups and if done right, we may be
able to retain many of the people who come to visit our churches. However, if
we aren’t intentionally working to disciple those placed in our charge, then we
are wasting our time. We tend to spin our wheels going from one event to the
next and wonder why our people never seem to mature. That’s because we aren’t
helping them go deep in their faith. Not only are we so busy we can’t spend time
with people, but they are so busy they can’t spend time with us!
So, what does this mean? If you are going to inject your ministry with a gospel
intentionality toward true discipleship, you must make time for ongoing life
interaction with those whom you intend to disciple. Books don’t create disciples,
people do. God calls us to make disciples in the power of the Holy Spirit and
minutes or even hours of investment are not enough. This process will take years
of intentional engagement. This doesn’t necessarily mean you should throw the
brakes and kick everyone except for ten people off the bus. However, you must
prioritize what is most important and raise up leaders to supplement where you
are lacking or overbooked. Follow the example in Acts 6. When the apostles
realized they were no longer able to teach the Word of God because they were
so busy serving the people, they recruited faithful people to do what they were
doing so they could focus on teaching the Word.
Are you willing to answer for the consequences of not heeding the call?
Listen, I’m not trying to scare anyone or guilt anyone into doing anything, but
there will be a day when we all answer for the way we lived our lives. I think
about the parable of the talents all the time and ask myself, “What in the world
have I done for the Kingdom?” There is always more we can do, and there is
always room to improve, but a good place to start is to simply remind yourself of
the call on your life that started this journey. Jesus said to go and make disciples
(Matt. 28:19). There is no middle ground when it comes to making disciples. You
either are or you aren’t. If you are not doing so, it is not too late! And if you are on
this journey of making disciples, then let’s work to get even better!
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This could be a pivotal moment for you. You have read this far and I hope you are
analyzing where the Lord is leading you. The rest of this guide is very practical.
So before we dig into a hands-on approach to getting this discipleship thing
done, you need to decide whether you are committed or not. Let me tell you, the
young men of our day need you to be committed more than ever before. If you
have reached this point and still haven’t committed yourself to the mission of
making disciples, you should give up your seat to someone who will take this call
seriously. But if you are ready, take a moment and ask the Lord to give you the
strength and resolve for the journey ahead, and then let’s move forward together.

Chapter 4

Creating A Strategy

A

ssuming you are ready, or at least eager, to begin intentionally discipling
young men in your ministry, let’s discuss first steps. Remember the story
of Paulinus and the Roman troops who absolutely trounced the Britons?
What was the key to their victory? The Romans had a plan and were disciplined
to stick with it. A million great ideas and intentions die due to the lack of a plan.
Without a discipleship plan, you will default to yet another eight-week Bible study
with little to no follow-through. This doesn’t have to be your reality. Creating
a process is not nearly as complicated as it sounds. My answer to this was to
identify a small group of young men eager to take the next step in their walks
with Christ. We met once a week to walk through an intentional discipleship
process that I called “The Brotherhood.” Your process won’t look exactly like
mine, but hopefully you’ve realized that you can’t afford not to have a process
in place. However, before we talk procedures, we need to identify the necessary
elements of strategic discipleship. While far from comprehensive, the following
eight elements are essential to building a healthy discipleship group.

Godly Leadership
In many cases, the student pastor will be the person who is doing most of the
discipling, but if you are doing your job well, you will soon find yourself with a
need for more people to raise up students. It is absolutely crucial that you do not
simply fill this role with a warm body. When you think about the job of making
a disciple, think along the lines of an apprenticeship or an internship. In both
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of these examples, a person is learning a trade by shadowing and learning from
the example of another who is seasoned in the field of study. In the same way, a
disciple-maker is teaching his disciples from the example of his life, much like
Paul did when he said, “Imitate me, as I also imitate Christ” (1 Cor. 11:1). So the
criteria is the same whether you are doing the discipling or if you’ve recruited
someone else for the job. The disciple-maker must be an imitator of Christ who
is wholeheartedly devoted to Him.

The Word of God
Without the Word of God, there will be no chance for genuine discipleship. There
are small groups all around the world who meet together for fellowship, food,
fun, a short time of prayer, a dishonest time of accountability, and an invitation
to the next gathering. This is not enough! Disciples can only be made when
minds and hearts are driven to the Word. Our young men desperately need to
be taught to love the Word of God as the psalmist described in Psalm 1:2 when
he said, “Instead, his delight is in the Lord’s instruction, and he meditates on it
day and night.” How else can we coach young men to fight the sin in their lives
if we aren’t teaching them how to cast their gaze on the Lord? In the end, a true
disciple must realize and take hold of his new identity in Christ, but the deep
roots of their sin must first be loosed by the Word of God before this can happen.

Consistency
Every element of this process is difficult in its own way, but consistency will
probably be one of the greatest challenges in the beginning. The young men you
are reaching may have very little regularity in their lives. Keep in mind some
of them will come from broken families who offer almost nothing in the way
of consistency. They are always under new teachers at school, and I don’t think
I need to address the problem of teenage relationships. The extreme ups and
downs of teenage life will work against your efforts to develop a steady process
for discipleship. Student’s lives are only one part of the equation though. No
matter how passionate you are about reaching and developing young men, there
will be other things that try to creep in and steal the time you have set aside
for disciple-making. This is called spiritual warfare. The Enemy doesn’t have to
print your name in the newspaper as the latest pastoral scandal to disrupt your
disciple-making efforts. All he has to do is make you busy enough to neglect the
call. Once you set up a schedule, protect it. The guys in your group will only be
as consistent as you are.
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Accountability
Accountability in this context is about more than just combating your struggles
with sin. Throughout this process of discipleship there needs to be a constant
push for holiness in all areas. The conversation, however, has to start with a
basic foundation of trust. This kind of trust will more than likely not be present
for the first few months of meeting. A true brotherhood of trust and unity is
built over time. This requires patience, but it is important for you to build a
framework of accountability from the start. This includes both accountability to
personal holiness, and to an active lifestyle of visible obedience to Christ.

Clear Expectations
Nothing is more frustrating than being a part of something without knowing
what you are really a part of! Teenagers will jump headlong into something with
very little clarity, but if you expect long-term commitment, you are going to
need to be clear on expectations. This will help you to set a course from the
beginning and systematically improve your process as you learn what works best
for you. Set expectations for your group extremely high. This will be a barrier for
some, but it will allow you to make sure the young men you are investing in are
committed to the process. Remember, Jesus told those who would follow Him to
leave everything behind. Set expectations for at least five areas:
1. Attendance, both to discipleship meetings (or whatever you call it, I called
it “The Brotherhood”) and other ministry events.
2. Personal holiness
3. Conduct
4. Leadership
5. Disciple-making
In this conversation, it is important for you to personally commit to everything
you are asking the guys in your group to commit to. For example, I had my guys
continually reporting on an evangelistic relationship they were to be pursuing.
Because they were being challenged and held accountable to this, I also made
sure I had something to report as well. I hope I don’t have to explain why “Do as
I say, not as I do” will not work. If you are going to be a hypocrite right from the
beginning, then just stop right here and don’t take another step until you are
ready to fully commit.
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Safely Dangerous Community
A “safely dangerous community” is how I describe intentional discipleship
groups. Young men in this type of environment should feel safe sharing failures
and insecurities in order to find counsel and encouragement. And yet, it should
also be a place that is too dangerous for a persistent life of sin to exist. A strong
discipleship community should deal with and put sin to death (Col. 3:5) so that
victories in Christ can be realized and celebrated. In other words, it is the leader’s
job to foster a level of trust in the group. This allows for honest and vulnerable
conversation among men, while also coaching them to admonish one another
to surrender themselves completely to Christ. If a member of the group speaks
about their weekly failures in watching pornography, then something is working
right. We are all going to struggle, but we should also raise the expectations of
those in our discipleship groups. Intentional discipleship should lead to growth
in personal holiness and a deepening commitment to Christ.

Tools To Drive Deep Conversation and Contemplation
Ultimately, the main tools for discipleship are the Bible and time spent in prayer,
but there are many resources that have been created to explain the Scriptures in
a way that resonates with young men. Remember: Books don’t make disciples,
people make disciples in the power of the Holy Spirit, but books and Bible studies
can help. Throughout my time in student ministry, it has been made glaringly
obvious that there simply are not many resources available for young men. They
don’t sell and many people just don’t believe young men are ready or willing to go
deep in their faith. I have found the exact opposite to be true. Young men are often
desperate to lead, they just don’t know how. This is why we have so many young
men getting into all of the wrong things. They want to lead, it has been written
into their DNA, but they don’t know where to start. Instead, they go in whatever
direction is easiest or most fun. When I began training young men to lead and gave
them leadership responsibilities, I ended up facing a problem I never expected. I
found myself short on female leaders because the guys were snatching up all of the
leadership opportunities before the girls could get to them! This was astounding
because historically, I found it extremely difficult to engage guys.
While we shouldn’t rely on resources to do the work of discipleship for us, it
is crucial that we be strategic in the studies we utilize. Carefully choose a few
studies you can walk young men through on the basics of what it means to be
Christian men. Use those Bible studies as a springboard for conversation that
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will challenge their faith in new ways.

Pressure To Perform
The last strategic element of a growing discipleship group is the pressure to
perform. One of the downfalls of ministry is that we offer challenge after
challenge, but rarely follow up with measurable accountability. This pressure
should not be unhealthy, but if you want to see growth, there should be an ongoing
discussion about whether or not they are actually accomplishing what they are
being challenged to do. There were many Thursday mornings at a number of fast
food restaurants when I would tell one of my guys to go over to someone sitting
alone at a table and tell them about their faith or offer to pray for them. When we
had evangelistic challenges, I would make sure to follow up with the guys on how
the relationship was growing. During student ministry events, I often gave my
guys leadership roles that would help stretch them beyond their comfort zones.
It was required of everyone in my discipleship groups to lead other students in a
one-on-one or one-on-two Bible study. Often these guys were the ones preaching,
teaching, and leading worship in multiple environments. These were my goto students for most anything because I wanted them to understand Christian
leadership in a tangible way. We can all talk a good game, but things suddenly
begin to carry more weight when we expect one another to take action on what
we preach.
Now that we have identified the key what and why elements of discipleship
environments, we need to figure out the when, where, and who. I started this
process by making my discipleship groups invitation-only and specifically for
tenth through twelfth grade students. I sought out guys who loved the Lord,
showed leadership potential, and were old enough that I could speak candidly
with them regarding their lifestyle. They were young men who had earned the
respect of younger students whom they could, in turn, disciple. This, however,
is not the only way to approach the process. You need to decide what format you
want to run with and then build your groups around that model. Another aspect
of our meeting was the time alloted. I strategically made the time a challenging
part of the process. My group met at 6 a.m. every Thursday morning. This forced
young men to get out of bed early and get themselves ready for school before
coming to our meeting. In other words, they had to want to be there! Sometimes
after really late Wednesday nights I regretted this early meeting time, but even
this aspect of our discipleship process instilled an element of responsibility,
commitment, planning, and loyalty.

Chapter 5

Getting Started
Pray
One of the most important things you can do in the process of selecting your first
group of guys for a process like this is to pray. This may seem obvious, but prayer
is far too often overlooked. Candidates for this group, however, should not be
chosen lightly because you are about to embark on an incredibly intimate and
involved journey with this group of men. Now let’s not forget you are working
with students, so these guys can’t be expected to have it all together up front (for
that matter, neither do we), but there should be a certain level of personal desire
to move forward in their faith. Otherwise, you will be dragging them along every
step of the way and the group will suffer as a result.

Farm Systems
If you have existing small groups, these can be a tremendous “farming” system
for developing and identifying young men who are ready for the next level of
spiritual development. With some intentional communication and direction,
this system can be an engine for momentum. Not only because you are able to
quickly identify potential, but you are also adding an element of excitement
and purpose for your small group leaders. When leaders see young men with
potential stepping up in their small groups, they will often approach teaching
with greater enthusiasm knowing that they are preparing guys for the next
steps in their faith. In my model of selecting primarily tenth through twelfth
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grade students, my small groups also provided names of younger students who
would benefit from being discipled by the guys I was meeting with personally.

Test Studies
Another way to seek out potential candidates for discipleship is to host a few six
to eight week studies that will allow you to get to know the young men in your
ministry. This approach allows you to give an open invitation to any guys who
would be interested in being a part of the study. There is a level of commitment
evident when a young man signs up for an extra study, but you will have the
privilege of seeing their motives in joining the group and their commitment level
as you move forward. Ultimately, there are many ways to get to know the young
men in your ministry and pinpoint those who are ready for deeper engagement in
their pursuit of Christ. Whatever form it takes, the key is to have an intentional
plan. Don’t go in blind. Develop a process for strategic engagement.

Building A Foundation
The first few months with every discipleship group will always be a period of
building a healthy foundation. It is crucial in these first weeks to set appropriate
and consistent expectations for them as a group and as individuals. These
questions should help get you thinking:

››What are your expectations for attendance to meetings?
››What are your expectations of guys in weekly discussion?
››What are your expectations of guys in regard to their discussion with other
students about their involvement in the group?

››What expectations do you have for how Christ is to be honored in their
personal lives?
what point would they be dismissed from the group for breaking
their commitment?
What are guys committing to when they join the group?
What is your vision and hope for what God will do through this group?
What are your expectations for guys’ engagement in the discipling of
other students?

››At
››
››
››

A crucial part of this conversation is clearly articulating your vision. Many
young men don’t believe God has a purpose and a plan for them in middle school
and high school. The world around them is constantly telling them they are too
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young to make a difference. They hear messages and see it modeled before them
that they don’t have to settle down or be responsible for anything until they are
28 or 29. You and I know this is ridiculous, but this is a reality for many of the
guys in our ministries. Giving a clear vision and laying out the spiritual victories
that young men could claim will become vital to starting strong.
Personally, I chose to approach this from an angle of ultimate humility. Because
of the amount of time spent with your group and the level of trust you will be
placing on them, it is easy for them to begin to exalt themselves rather than
giving glory to God. To combat this, I constantly reminded guys that the greatest
of all will be the least of all and a servant of all (Matt. 23:11; Mark 9:35). The
young men in my groups were going to preach the gospel and see souls saved,
they were going to lead their peers in worship and be active in discipling younger
men. All of this would put them in a position for others to recognize them in
leadership roles. Because of this, I found it critical to temper these opportunities
with a constant reminder of the biblical call to humility.

Choosing A Study
Keep in mind that studies don’t make disciples. Discipleship is ultimately God’s
work, but He has determined to use our guidance and leadership in the lives
of young men to drive their discipleship. Gospel-centered books and studies
do, however, play an important part in the process. Because committing to a
discipleship group requires a new level of discipline from young men, I chose to
place higher expectations even in the books and articles I gave my guys to read.
Don’t be afraid to encourage guys in your group to read challenging books! We
often read seminary level books and I made sure to help them make connections
and understand the implications of deep truths. The bottom line is to challenge
guys to think deeper and about a broader range of issues than they would
normally. The goal is to train them to process the complexities of Christian
living on their own.

Patience Through Dishonesty
My least favorite part of the building phase was without a doubt having to wade
through the initial period of dishonesty in accountability that was inevitable
with each group. Until the guys in your group get to know one another and build
trust, you simply cannot expect genuine and vulnerable accountability. I’ll never
forget one group who always seemed to neglect spending time reading the Bible
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on the same day. It was as if everyone was listening for someone to say they
missed a day so that they could match their commitment while not revealing the
true of the state of their personal walk. Although there are many approaches to
this problem, I chose to be as vulnerable as possible with the boys each week and
led out by sharing honestly. In the end, I was able to foster deeply honest and
genuine groups, but it took a great deal of patience and a dedication to prayer.

Chapter 6

Group Dynamics
Bonding The Group
As I mentioned earlier, I called my discipleship group “The Brotherhood.” I
wanted these young men to form a true bond in what they were called to as
Christian men. Ecclesiastes 4:9-10 says, “Two are better than one because they
have a good reward for their efforts. For if either falls, his companion can lift
him up; but pity the one who falls without another to lift him up.” The task now
was to show them how to be committed to one another as they ran after Christ.
As the first group of students I discipled graduated, I decided that we needed
an unforgettable experience to initiate our new crop. There was a man in our
church who was a part owner of the nicest steak house in the area, so I called
and asked if he would be willing to host a meal for us in the back room of the
steak house and pay for the guys to eat as much as they wanted. I made the call
thinking that he would surely deny my request due to cost but I’ll never forget
what he said when I explained my vision for this event. Without hesitation he
said, “Well, that would be no problem, but do you think any of them have ever
been on a million dollar yacht?” In utter surprise on multiple fronts I answered,
“No sir, I don’t imagine any of them have been on a million dollar yacht.” My
new friend went on to offer us his yacht and dinner out at a premier seafood
restaurant in which the boys could eat their fill! This experience was shaping
up to be an incredible evening, but I could never have imagined what happened
that evening. We loaded the boys onto the yacht around 5 p.m. and set out to
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sea. As we cruised out, I took the boys below the deck and spent some time in
Scripture, once again explaining the purpose for a group like ours and allowed
the older guys to give a formal invitation to the younger guys to be a part of the
discipleship group. After a long time of prayer together, I presented each of the
new inductees with a Tungsten ring to wear as a reminder of the commitment
of leadership and dedication to Christ that they had made. After about an hour,
we pulled into the docks and the boys had a feast like many had never seen. The
evening was already better than I could have imagined.
With hearts and stomachs full to the brim, we took the yacht out into deep water
and decided to play for a bit (I know, terrible idea to swim while stuffed, but
we were all young and spry!). We were jumping off the deck into the water and
racing back to the platform to do it again and again. The jump was about 20 feet
and once we hit the pitch black night sea we all started swimming as fast as we
could for fear that something would rise up from the depths and take a chunk
out of us! Before one jump, one of the guys shouted out “this time everybody
scream “For The Brotherhood!”” At the time this seemed like a fun idea that
warmed my heart, but what I didn’t know was that this turned out to be a
galvanizing moment for these men. That was the moment when those young
men truly became a brotherhood of Christian men striving together for Christ.
From this point on I made a point to create an experience like this once a year for
each group of guys I discipled.
The likelihood of having a yacht at your dispense is slim, so be creative and
consider other opportunities for unforgettable experiences, whether it be an
outdoor adventure or a cookout with the guys in your group. The time and
intentionality will ultimately mean more than the money you or your church
put into the experience.

Applying The Pressure Of Accountability
As the group begins to bond together and build trust in one another, it is
important to begin to use the pressure of accountability as an intentional
driver for spiritual maturity. The problem with accountability in most student
ministries is that students are challenged to a level of obedience and submission,
but rarely held to the standard or called out when standards aren’t met. If guys
are going to learn true discipline and Christian responsibility, we need to raise
the bar on what we expect of guys. Cultivate a cadence of accountability where
you consistently check in on them and periodically ratchet up your expectations
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of them as disciples. I’m not saying that you should be a drill instructor, but it
should be expected that men rising in leadership should be making a consistent
effort to seek the face of Christ. There is nothing legalistic about setting high
expectations for spiritual growth. In fact, low expectations can be a symptom
of weak faith. Perhaps we set low expectations because we don’t actually believe
God’s capable of producing tangible growth in the lives of our students.
It should be noted that there are certain situations that should not be addressed
before the whole group, at least not initially. It is crucial that you be sensitive
to what young men are going through. Ask God for discernment to judge when
something is appropriate for everyone’s ears and when a private conversation
is called for. Unfortunately, there have been several occasions in which I had
to schedule a one- on-one meeting with one of my guys to get to the bottom
of information I had received from a third party. After having worked with
them and chosen a course of action, I had that young man address the group
with my support. Although a few boys did have to temporarily step down from
leadership roles from time to time, I always found that as long as I worked to
maintain an atmosphere of support, we were able to deal with sin in a blunt yet
loving manner that brought healing and sanctification. Other than situations
like these which must be handled differently, accountability in general areas of
Christian living should be maintained through regular meetings as a part of an
ongoing group discussion.

Instilling Ownership
One of the last pieces of strategy I recommend is plotting out a course for
challenges that will stair-step young men to move into leadership. There are
some situations where being tossed into the fray can be the best thing for a
man, but in general, I’ve seen much longer lasting success when young men
take personal steps toward leadership. Young men need to learn to lead through
incremental steps in responsibility and public exposure. The last thing that you
want to do is toss a young man into a role of leadership that his character cannot
handle. There have been many young men with incredible potential who, after
being handed too much responsibility, made a mess of their lives. I’m going to
give examples, but it is important that you contextualize what you do to fit your
guys and their culture. Not every young man is built the same and where one
area of leadership may resonate well with one guy, it may have little impact on
another.
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Challenge Level 1: manly Conduct
The first level of leadership I always challenged young men to was to adopt some
simple standards of manly Christian conduct. Standards may include:

››Respecting their elders and authorities
››Respecting their parents
››Respecting women (holding the door for them, speaking respectfully to
them, refusing to objectify or look lustfully at them, etc.)
Intentionally greeting student ministry guests with a warm smile
Walking people in from the parking lot with an umbrella if it was raining
during student ministry events

››
››

This list could go on and on, but I think you get the idea. Some initially thought
that these actions were silly, but they were simple things that encouraged maturity
in manhood that is often lost in today’s culture. These may seem like minor points
of instruction, but you would be surprised by the confidence and posture that is
developed in a man when given even the simplest instruction in manly behavior.
In terms of church leadership opportunities, this challenge level should be where
you appoint guys to not only greet, but also befriend guests and other students
who may be harder to love. When possible, ask the guys in your group to help set
up for the event, clean up after the event, or both! Not only will this teach them
about hard work and service, but you’ll also gain time with them where you can
connect in a meaningful way and allow them insight into your life and work.

Challenge Level 2: Relational Evangelism
One thing I should mention here is that these challenge levels don’t have to
be perfectly sequential and they should not always be prerequisite to the next
challenge. For example, this second challenge level for me was “Relational
Evangelism.” Everything that I placed in a level one environment was fairly
light on personal commitment, but when you start pursuing a relationship with
another person for the sake of leading them to Jesus, you are really getting in
deep!
I use the term “Relational Evangelism” because I believe that teaching students
the Romans Road or how to use a gospel tract only gives them a small part of
the equation when it comes to evangelism. Your young men need to understand
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how to love people well and build relationships for the sake of the Kingdom.
There is certainly a time and a place for short, blunt, gospel conversations. When
God called us to go to the ends of the earth, He expected us to go in love and
compassion to a lost world, offering them the same grace that was offered to us
through Jesus Christ. This kind of empathy and selfless pursuit of the needs of
others before our own can only be expressed in true relationship.
Challenge young men to always have a friend or two who they are making strides
to build a relationship with and point to Christ. This is a great point of weekly
conversation and it allows others to be encouraged and instructed through the
efforts of the rest of the group. This will also force you as their leader to step out
and make a priority of your own commitment to relational evangelism.

Challenge Level 3: Disciple-Making
The discipline of disciple-making must be a priority in your journey with the
young men you’re mentoring. Without an understanding of the call on all
Christians to make disciples of all nations, there is little understanding of what
it means to follow Christ.
This challenge is one that I chose to develop in stages. As you are working through
studies with the young men in your group, keep in mind how your discipleship
might be mirrored in their discipling of others. The beauty of the relationship
that you have with the young men in your group is that they will (hopefully)
one day take the tools that you have shown them and make use of these on
their own. The important thing here is that you are intentional in leading them
to do so effectively. An easy way to do this is to have your guys teach the very
same introductory Bible study you used with them to disciple someone else. This
approach allows you to lead them through a study where they will take notes and
highlight key sections they can use as reference points as they lead someone else
through the same material.
One important element of this process is the identification of young men who
would be receptive to the discipleship process. Along with identifying students
through our small group environments, I often listened to the guys in the group
for suggestions on who to chase after next. These conversations, if framed
correctly, can bring great ownership and perspective to the mission of discipleship
for students, while also allowing you added insight into your ministry.
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This step, however, is not one to be taken lightly. DO NOT send the guys in
your group out to disciple other young men until you are confident that they
are ready. Make sure to spend the appropriate amount of time digging into the
lives of those sitting around the table with you. Know their strengths well and
their weaknesses. Know their interests and what makes them unique. Discover
both their spiritual gifts and quirky habits. Above all, hold them accountable to
the standard. They will never be perfect, but they must be consistently pursuing
Christ because they will duplicate themselves in the students they engage, and
those students are the future of the church.

Challenge Level 4: Leadership to the masses
I believe there must be a point at which young men lead the mass of students
within your church body in some capacity. This doesn’t mean that you hand over
the reins to the ministry and go play golf, but it does mean that you need to
be actively seeking opportunities for “platform level” leadership. By this I don’t
mean that guys need to be in front of thousands, but you, as the student pastor,
have a platform of leadership and influence that comes with your role. Look for
opportunities to share your platform of influence and provide opportunities for
your guys to exercise leadership. Again, this can look very different from one guy
to the next, but the core of this challenge is all about genuine leadership.
Have you ever heard the saying that someone who thinks he is leading, but has
no one following him, is just out for a walk? This is not our aim. When guys step
out from under your tutelage, they should be well-equipped and prepared to lead
because of what they have seen in you, what they have learned from the process,
and how they have been challenged to grow. So if anyone is a gifted communicator,
let them teach or preach at some point. If they are a gifted musician, give them
opportunities to lead or play in the band. If you have guys who are passionate
about prayer, let them lead a prayer team in your student ministry, etc. Don’t be
selfish with the platform God has given you. Yes, the young men you recruit to lead
in these areas are unlikely to lead with the same level of competence with which
you lead, but the impact such opportunities will have on the guys you are discipling
is immeasurable. You will also find that sharing your platform will give the rest of
your student group insight into what God is doing in your discipleship groups,
opening up new opportunities to disciple young men. Multiply your influence.
Identify ways your young men can use the gifts that God has given them to lead
other groups of students in ministry.

Chapter 7

Go To War For
Your Men

I

n order to keep this short and sweet, I just want to encourage you in one
last area. One of the best things you can do for the young men who you are
discipling is to go to war for them daily. Although the obvious application
here is prayer, that is not all this is about. You absolutely must take time daily
and weekly to be on your knees for the young men in your ministry, because as
you lead them deeper, the target on their back for spiritual warfare will become
larger and larger. Jesus promised that the world will hate those who love Him
and you are teaching them to love Jesus with all of their might! So it is only
expected that they will face opposition and sometimes all you can do is pray. So
pray—all the time (1 Thess. 5:16-18)! Set reminders for yourself, keep a prayer
journal, do whatever you need to do—commit to pray for them.
Part of your focused prayer for your guys should also be to petition God for the
things they are praying for. As men, we tend to compartmentalize our lives and
it can be easy to lead a discussion on Thursday morning, engage deeply with a
group of students, and then completely disengage as you are walking out the
door. This will only drive your relationship with your guys so deep. What will
carry you further in relationship, and model the truth of Romans 12:15 when it
says, “Rejoice with those who rejoice; weep with those who weep,” is joining with
them in their prayer. I had one young man in “The Brotherhood” who for months
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would tell me stories about how he was working to share the gospel with a friend
we will call “Jay.” After awhile, I honestly began to question how intentional
this young man was being as there was never much progress with Jay, but we
continued to pray nonetheless.
We kept praying even though nothing seemed to be happening. Finally, after
praying for Jay for a year and a half, we got a text that he was coming to church!
I got so nervous. I felt like we had prayed so long for this moment and I wanted
to take full advantage of what could be my one chance to reach Jay. At the end
of the message I gave an invitation, and Jay didn’t budge. I was so disappointed.
The next morning as I met with “The Brotherhood” guys I was full of questions.
What did he say? Did he like it? Was it too intense? Does he want to come back? I was
spouting questions left and right and their report was simple: “He said it was real
chill and that he might come back next week!”
We continued to pray for Jay and he continued to come, and four weeks later
he trusted Christ for salvation! That night, all of the guys including me were
through the roof with excitement. I’m sure Jay didn’t know what to think! Little
did he know that seven men had been praying for him to come to know the
Lord for eighteen months. Now it was time to party! Moments like these are
invaluable. They teach students the value of dedicated prayer. They see firsthand
what can happen when we trust in the power of the gospel and what it means to
seek the Lord together. I will never forget rejoicing and weeping with the guys in
“The Brotherhood” over what God had done in Jay’s life.
Prayer is crucial to guys’ ongoing development in Christ, but there is more to
going to war for your group. More than anything, going to war means keeping
yourself pure. Remember, just like they will replicate who they are in others, you
will too. The Enemy’s ultimate victory would be to make you fall so that you take
the guys in your group with you. Stay pure, stay in the Word daily, stay faithful
to your spouse (if you’re married), and keep your mind on the things of God.
Finally, enjoy the journey because it is one of the sweetest privileges to disciple
young men and help raise them up in the Lord. Remember, the pinnacle of your
achievement in ministry is the foundation you lay for students. It’s beautiful to
watch those you’ve invested in be sent out in His name begin their own lives of
ministry. Your heart will swell with thanksgiving as you see them carry the work
to new heights. Let us all commit to this charge of disciple-making and ask the
Lord to raise up an army who is ready to accomplish great and mighty works in
the name of Jesus Christ!
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